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ABSTRACT In smart cities, vehicular applications require high computation capabilities and low-latency
communication. Edge computing offers promising solutions for addressing these requirements because
of several features, such as geo-distribution, mobility, low latency, heterogeneity, and support for realtime interactions. To employ network edges, existing fixed roadside units can be equipped with edge
computing servers. Nevertheless, there are situations where additional infrastructure units are required to
handle temporary high traffic loads during public events, unexpected weather conditions, or extreme traffic
congestion. In such cases, the use of flying roadside units are carried by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
which provide the required infrastructure for supporting traffic applications and improving the quality of
service. UAVs can be dynamically deployed to act as mobile edges in accordance with traffic events and
congestion conditions. The key benefits of this dynamic approach include: 1) the potential for characterizing
the environmental requirements online and performing the deployment accordingly, and 2) the ability to
move to another location when necessary. We propose a traffic-aware method for enabling the deployment
of UAVs in vehicular environments. Simulation results show that our proposed method can achieve full
network coverage under different scenarios without extra communication overhead or delay.
INDEX TERMS Edge computing, flying RSUs, intelligent transportation systems, unmanned aerial vehicles,
vehicular networks.
I. INTRODUCTION

The provision of online vehicular applications and services
in the context of intelligent transportation systems (ITSs)
requires high computation capabilities and low-latency communication. Edge computing is a promising platform for
addressing these requirements because of several features,
including geo-distribution, mobility and location awareness,
low latency, heterogeneity, and support for real-time interactions [1]. The characteristic of proximity enables the edge
provide a fast response for the computation of various types of
applications and services [2] in the context of connected vehicles. These are currently seen as essentially the computing
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devices of the next decade, just as smartphones have been for
the last decade [3].
Network edges can be deployed along the road at fixed
ground roadside units (RSUs) to enable efficient and reliable
traffic applications and services. RSUs are able to monitor
traffic conditions within the area of their coverage to provide real-time data and transmit to the central authorities
of online vehicular applications. However, even though the
next generation cellular networks will be characterized by
high reliability and availability, sometimes it is not feasible to
invest into a fixed expensive architecture. Examples of such
situations include excessive traffic loads during public events,
unexpected weather conditions, or temporary severe traffic
congestion. In these cases, one potential solution is to deploy
flying RSUs which are carried by unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) to serve as mobile network edges [4].

2169-3536 2019 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only.
Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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The use of UAVs would enable dynamic support for vehicular environments. The key benefit of this dynamic capability
is the potential to characterize the environmental requirements based on traffic safety events and congestion conditions. To cope with situations such as deployment in areas
where prior knowledge is not available, UAVs can offer an
online data collection service for investigating environmental
requirements. In addition, they have the potential to change
their positions according to traffic safety events and congestion conditions while in use.
The investigation of UAVs in ITS and vehicular applications is in its early stages. Existing deployment methods
for fixed ground RSUs are not appropriate for the dynamic
deployment of UAVs, which require an online data collection
component for investigating environmental requirements.
In reviewing the related literature, we have found preliminary
frameworks for the deployment optimization of UAVs in ITS
scenarios [5]. In the early phase of this work, we distinguished
two fundamental properties of the dynamic deployment of
edges in vehicular environments, such as (i) these are selforganization and (ii) division of labor among RSUs. These
two properties are necessary and sufficient to obtain a swarm
intelligence behavior [6].
In this work, we propose a traffic-aware approach to enable
the deployment of UAVs in vehicular networks. Our approach
consists of two major components. i.e. (i) a traffic modeling component and (ii) a dynamic deployment component.
The traffic-modeling component aims to characterize traffic
conditions by numerical estimation. These estimates are then
utilized by the dynamic deployment component to relocate
the UAVs according to the environmental traffic demand.
To relocate UAVs, we employ a dynamic deployment algorithm based on bee swarm intelligence (BSI). The proposed
approach aims to improve the quality of service (QoS) in
vehicular networks. We evaluate the efficacy of our proposed
approach in terms of data coverage, dissemination overhead,
and communication delay.
The main research contributions of this work are twofold. First, we proposed a novel solution for deploying UAVs
in smart city scenarios. This solution uses a traffic modeling approach and a BSI deployment algorithm. Second,
we developed a simulation-based implementation for evaluating the proposed approach in the context of V2V and V2I
communication.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We review related works in Section II. In the Section III,
we describe our proposed approach, and in the Section IV,
we present our simulation setup and performance evaluation
results. We make some concluding remarks and we outline
our future work in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Many innovative services can be accomplished by UAVs in
vehicular edge-based computing environments. The deployment of UAVs in these networking environments is currently being explored. In this section, we briefly describe the
86298

potential services of UAVs in the context of vehicular networks. We then review the research on employing them in
ITS applications and services.
A. POTENTIAL UAV SERVICES IN VEHICULAR NETWORKS

We divide the potential services of UAVs in vehicular networking environments into four major categories. These
include latency and computation management, network management, application management, and data management.
We briefly describe each of these services below:
• Latency-sensitive computation service: Cloud data centers may be located far away from the vehicular endpoints, where significant round-trip delays may result in
poor QoS. Latency and computation management can
help to minimize the service delivery latency of the end
devices and overcome the challenges of connecting these
devices to data centers. Latency-sensitive computation
complements UAVs in a vehicular edge-based computing environment by reducing network congestion and
improving QoS.
• Network management service: this handles connectivity
issues and network congestion overhead. This service
aims to provide full network coverage, especially under
safety conditions, and to reduce communication overhead and networking delays.
• Application
management service: Android/IOS
applications for smart city traffic management may
need supporting interfaces such as libraries and runtime environments. A programming platform, part of the
application management service, provides these necessary components to develop, compile, and execute such
applications.
• Data management service: this collects location and
distance data of the vehicles on the road from RSUs,
smart traffic lights, and additional road units. Here,
the location/positioning and tracking data can be provided to mobile users, enabling congestion-free smart
urban transportation systems and planning for future
smart cities.
B. RESEARCH TO DEPLOY UAVS IN
VEHICULAR NETWORKS

Similar to the case of fixed ground RSUs, the deployment of
UAVs as mobile edge nodes in urban areas depends on many
factors. It relies on static components, such as road shape,
segment length, and number of lanes, and dynamic factors
such as mobility patterns, driving behavior, locations with
high accident frequency, and vehicle distribution over time
and space.
A naive approach may support the deployment of RSUs
only at intersections because of the low speed of cars and the
ability of an RSU to gather information from incoming vehicles from different directions. However, some road segments
could be more important than others, and some intersections
could be located in isolated areas or connect unimportant road
segments. Moreover, an RSU deployed in a dangerous area
VOLUME 7, 2019
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may be more useful than another RSU deployed in a safe
and smoothly fluid area. Additionally, the estimated time that
a vehicle may remain connected to an installed RSU is an
important consideration when making decisions about RSU
deployment. Indeed, positioning an RSU such that the connection time is very short may risk interrupting connections
and reduce the continuity of service.
In [10], the authors proposed a two-stage Voronoi networkbased algorithm for effective RSU placement in accordance
with the traffic patterns. In its first stage, the algorithm places
RSUs at random initial positions and the density parameter of
each RSU is determined. The deployed RSUs form Voronoi
networks in terms of the amount of delay incurred by data
dissemination. In the second stage, the algorithm takes as
input the number and positions of the initial RSUs, with their
neighbors and the level of overlap. It then iterates for each
RSU by visiting its neighbors over all possible routes and tries
to relocate itself to a place where it can witness the maximum
level of overlap. Even though the algorithm maximizes the
area covered by the given RSUs, no performance evaluation
was performed in this work.
In [11], the authors considered stationary and dynamic
statistics to model a traffic network as a graph with weighted
links showing the importance of each link in terms of the
amount of traffic, hazard level, and connectivity. They then
designated potential positions for RSUs and evaluated the
knapsack and PageRank algorithms to select the optimal
set of RSU positions within the cost range. The knapsack
algorithm showed better performance in terms of covering the
hazardous zones, coverage overlay, and connectivity in largescale deployment. However, it could not achieve more than
80% coverage of hazardous zones and a similar percentage
of connectivity even with a large number of deployed RSUs.
In another study [12], the authors defined the RSU placement optimization problem as minimizing the average reporting time over each route such that a predefined number of
RSUs are placed among a set of candidate locations and
a certain number of segments are covered by these RSUs.
The authors presented two different optimization methods to
position RSUs in an urban area by using an analytical binary
integer programming (BIP) method and a novel balloon
expansion heuristic (BEH) method. The BIP method utilizes
a branch-and-bound approach to find an optimal analytical
solution whereas the BEH method uses a balloon expansion
analogy to find an optimal or near optimal solution. The
authors showed that both methods perform optimally or near
optimally compared with the exhaustive method. However,
the BEH method performs better in terms of computational
cost and scalability.
In general, current deployment methods for fixed ground
RSUs are not appropriate for the dynamic deployment of
mobile RSUs because they rely on prior traffic data for
assigning weights to the road links. To cope with situations
such as deployment in areas where prior knowledge is not
available, it is necessary to provide a data collection strategy for investigating the environmental requirements online.
VOLUME 7, 2019

In addition, mobile RSUs have the potential to change their
positions according to traffic safety events (such as an obstacle in the roadway, an icy road surface, low visibility, a traffic accident, etc.) and congestion conditions while in use.
Exploiting this feature requires an efficient algorithm for
communication management among flying RSUs.
In a recent study [5], the authors proposed a preliminary
framework for deployment optimization of UAVs in ITS
scenarios. They performed simulations for optimizing the
deployment of UAVs with an implementation similar to the
ITS scenario in [11], where the placement optimization of
RSUs has been evaluated, but no UAVs have been considered. The results obtained showed the coverage percentage
for the number of vehicles and coverage of hazardous areas
when different number of UAVs are used. The impact and
optimization of RSUs and recharge station placement were
not included in the results. The results obtained showed that
the coverage percentage of hazardous areas is always larger
than that of the number of vehicles. Further work is required
to study different spatial distributions of traffic densities and
deployment optimization of UAVs under different scenarios.
A 2-D drone location problem was formalized with a
proposed solution in [13]. In another recent study [14],
the authors formulated a 3-D placement problem of a single
drone, by considering the coverage area and the altitude of
the drone. The formulation they presented had the objective of
maximizing the number of users covered by the drone. In contrast, our work considers effective communication among
different drones to propose a solution for the deployment
problem. In a previous study [15], we provided a generalized
description of our solution without evaluation. In this paper,
we provide a detailed description of our proposed approach
along with its performance evaluation using simulation tests.
III. OUR PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we present the proposed SWarm Intelligence
method in the deployment of Mobile edges (SWIM) in
vehicular environments. Swarm intelligence is a collective behavior of decentralized, self-organized systems natural or artificial. The term swarm can refer to any restrained
collection of interacting agents or individuals, which are the
traveling vehicles and flying RSUs in the case of vehicular
environments. It has been recommended to employ BSI in the
development of artificial systems aimed at solving complex
problems in traffic and transportation [7].
BSI simulates the behavior of real bees for solving multidimensional optimization problems [8]. The results obtained
with BSI outperform those obtained with a Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), and a
Particle Swarm inspired Evolutionary Algorithm (PS-EA)
[9], [20]. The colony of artificial bees consists of three
groups: bees employed, onlookers, and scouts. The first half
of the colony consists of the employed artificial bees and
the second half includes the onlookers. The number of bees
employed is equal to the number of food sources around the
hive. An employed bee whose food source has been exhausted
86299
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by the bees becomes a scout. In our proposed approach, flying
RSUs represent the employed bees, while traveling vehicles
are the onlookers.
SWIM makes use of two basic components namely,
the traffic modeling component and the dynamic deployment component. The former provides the latter with the
required traffic estimates to perform the deployment accordingly. In this section, we first describe the research problem,
and then we describe SWIM assumptions and requirements.
We describe the two basic components of SWIM later.
A. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

To enable the deployment of UAVs in vehicular networks,
SWIM utilizes a predefined set of UAVs to collect traffic
data and characterize the traffic condition of each road link
in the network. UAVs are assumed to be initially deployed in
a way that allows the data collection task to be divided among
them. Traffic conditions are used to numerically estimate the
weights of roads: higher weights correspond to a higher traffic
demand and vice versa. SWIM deploys UAVs dynamically
according to the estimated weights to achieve a better QoS in
the vehicular environment.
A given road network is represented as a directed graph
G = (V , E), where the set of n vertices V = {v1 , v2, v3,..., vn }
represents road intersections, and the set of m edges E =
{e1 , e2, e3,..., em } represents the links between these vertices,
where E ⊆ {(u,v)|u, v ∈ V ∧ u 6 = v}. To indicate the traffic
condition of each road link, an n × n irreflexive weighted
adjacency matrix A is defined as follows:
(
 
(CF ij )tx , if a link from i to j exists
(1)
A = wij t =
x
0,
otherwise
where, wij is the weight given to the link connecting vi and
vj according to its traffic condition factor CF at time tx .
CF combines a set of weighted factors such as congestion
level and accident frequency.
For a given network G, an optimization problem can be
defined as maximizing the weights of links and intersections
without exceeding a predetermined budget; this can be formulated as
X

max

w(v).IRSU (v) .IUAV (v)

v∈V

!
+

X

w(e).IRSU (e) .IUAV (e)

(2)

e∈E

such that
X

cost(v).IRSU (v) .IUAV (v)

v∈V

!
+

X

cost(e).IRSU (e) .IUAV (e) ≤ total_budget

(3)

e∈E

where, w(e) is the weight of an edge from the set E, and
w(v) is the weight of a vertex from the set V , which can
86300

be defined as the sum of the weights of the links directed
toward v. IRSU and IUAV are indicator functions which are 1 if
a link or intersection is covered by a fixed RSU or a UAV and
are 0 otherwise.
B. ASSUMPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

Two types of nodes are assumed in SWIM, i.e. (i) a large
number of mobile vehicles with on-board units and (ii) a
set of mobile RSUs carried by UAVs. The data collection
for traffic estimation is performed by RSUs, and vehicles
act as a source of active data, including speed, direction,
and location information. Services are provided by RSUs for
vehicles within their coverage, including localization, traffic
data processing, traffic condition detection, and data access
services with the support of a cloud server. Each RSU is
equipped with an edge computing server unit which we refer
to as a network edge. Vehicles can directly communicate
with nearby network edges for service provision and data
collection. They are also able to participate in data dissemination through V2V communication. A remote cloud server
provides high computational power and storage capabilities
in addition to a wide range of services and applications. The
main role of the cloud server is to manage communication
among network edges on demand.
C. TRAFFIC MODELING AND REPRESENTATION

To model the traffic in the network, we define the traffic
Condition Factor(CF), which combines a set of weighted
parameters to indicate the traffic condition of a road link during a specific time interval. In addition to active parameters
such as speed, acceleration, and direction, CF can include
parameters inferred from historical data, such as accident
frequency. For a set of n parameters with defined weights,
the condition factor of a road link connecting vi to vj at time
tx is defined as
CFij


tx

=

tx
1 X
P1 · w1 + P2 · w2 + · · · + Pn · wn (4)
tx − t0 t=t
0

where, P1 ,. . . ,Pn are the weighted parameters used to calculate CF and w1 ,. . . , wn are the weights given to them.
The weighted matrix is updated whenever a new weight is
calculated. Network edges are responsible for calculating
the weights of the links within their coverage and storing
them in their local databases. A network edge only needs
to keep the last updated weights of the road links belonging to the area it supervises. Edges can share their weights
with nearby vehicles and edges, or request information about
missing weights, depending on the application. Edge nodes
have to communicate with the remote cloud server to upload
data or answer decision-making queries. The cloud server is
able to keep a record of calculated weights for long-term data
analysis.
Active data generated by mobile vehicles are collected
by the nearest edge. Here we focus on the speed as an
example of an active parameter, which can be utilized for
VOLUME 7, 2019
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calculating CF, for two main reasons: simplicity and effective
representation. Specifically, the speed–density relationship
is the most descriptive of driver behavior, because average
speeds decline as density increases. In other words, traffic
density can be derived from the speed and flow rate, which are
relatively simple traffic measurements. Therefore, the speed
data series generated by mobile vehicles is a representative
collection of data that can be utilized by network edges not
only to estimate traffic condition, but also to derive other
parameters. Although we utilize speed data in our implementation, other parameters that indicate the traffic condition can
be considered, as in (4). If speed is the parameter considered,
then
!
tx
X
V̄t
1
(5)
(CF ij )tx =
tx − t0 t=t Vf
0

ij

where, V̄t is the mean speed computed at time t and Vf is
the free-flow speed which is used to weight to the speed
parameter.

FIGURE 1. Speed data of a sample road generated by individual vehicles
and collected by the nearest RSU.

In [16], we have shown that the participation of a low
percentage of vehicles is sufficient to indicate the traffic
condition. Individual vehicles are expected to record their
own speed data and send them to the nearest edge. The
edge computes a resultant speed graph for each link in its
transmission range from the collected data, by computing the
average speed at each time interval. In Fig. 1, we have shown
the speed data of a road link collected from the traversing
vehicles by the nearest edge. This sample is extracted from
the results generated by simulating the traffic scenario that
we describe in section IV. This sample data illustrates how
the speed parameter is effectively representative, because
it not only enables the estimation of traffic conditions, but
also defines congestion points. As the figure shows, vehicles
start to accelerate until they reach the maximum allowed
speed, where a free-flow condition can be estimated. After
around 700 seconds, vehicles start to travel at a low speed,
which indicates traffic congestion. After around 100 seconds,
the congestion clears, before starting to form again.
D. UAVS DYNAMIC DEPLOYMENT

As noted above, SWIM utilizes BSI [8] as a general framework to perform the dynamic deployment of UAVs because
of its proven performance [9]. The colony of artificial bees
VOLUME 7, 2019

consists of three groups: employed bees, onlookers, and
scouts. In our case, flying RSUs (carried by UAVs) represent
the employed bees, whereas mobile vehicles are the onlookers. The desired locations represent sources of high traffic
demand. These sources replace the food sources with the nectar amounts defined in the original bee colony approach. The
number of flying RSUs is determined according to a predefined budget.
The algorithm starts by dividing the map into equal or
almost equal squares with an RSU placed at the center of
each square. One of the employed bees is considered as a
‘‘scout’’ bee. In SWIM, we alter the role of a scout bee to
handle the role of global computation and communication
management, instead of only searching for new food sources.
Algorithm 1 shows the generalized SWIM deployment
approach.
Algorithm 1 SWIM Deployment
1: INPUT: Map, N edges
2: OUTPUT: N edges deployed at N desired locations
3: Initialize
4: Place edges at initial positions
5: foreach cycle
6:
Each edge measures weights of nearby road links
7:
Edges upload weights to the cloud server
8:
Scout orders weights to determine the first
N locations
9:
Edges compute profits
10:
Relocate edges according to profits
11:
Assign vehicles to sources
12:
Change scout
13: end for
For each time cycle, each edge measures the weights of
nearby roads. It then uploads these weights to the cloud server
to make them available for other edges. These weights are
ordered by the scout to set the desired locations. Each edge
then computes its own profits for employing every desired
location. Finally, edges are employed in the desired locations
according to their profits. In the remainder of this section,
we describe SWIM and we describe in details the various
design considerations.
1) TRAFFIC CHARACTERIZATION FOR
WEIGHTS’ ASSIGNMENTS

Each edge collects traffic data about the area within its
transmission range by connecting to the corresponding smart
traffic lights, nearby vehicles, or the remote cloud server. The
objective of data collection is to characterize traffic conditions, by assigning different weights to road links and intersections as we described in Section III-C. Each flying RSU
stores the weights of road links corresponding to the area in
which it is employed, and shares these weights with the cloud
to make them available to other RSUs. Weights are updated
at the end of each time cycle, while RSUs are employed
86301
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Algorithm 2 Set Considered Profits
1: INPUT: N, Profits[]
2: OUTPUT: CProfits[] //A list of considered profits
3: Profits.sort();
4: CProfits.initialize();
5: int count = 0;
6: for(int i = 0; i < N∗ N; ++i)
7:
if(!Exists(CProfits, Profits[i].RSU(),
Profits[i].Road()))then
8:
CProfits[count] = Profits[i];
9:
count++;
10:
if(count == N)then
11:
return CProfits;
12: end for

according to the characterized traffic. The scout is responsible
for ordering road links according to their weights. Assuming
N flying RSUs (or UAVs), the first N locations are determined as information sources in a given time cycle. These
sources are called desired locations. Due to storage limitations of the individual flying RSUs, local traffic databases are
erased whenever a new cycle is initialized.
2) PROFIT CALCULATION FOR RESETTING LOCATIONS

A computed weight determines the traffic demand of a road
link because it combines significant metrics, such as the level
of congestion, the accident frequency and the connectivity at
the networking layer. A larger weight corresponds to a higher
demand for traffic data collection and dissemination and service provision. Each location should be occupied by a single
RSU. In this phase, each flying RSU computes its profit for
every desired location and updates the cloud server, which
stores these profits in a global matrix that is accessible by the
RSUs. For location s, weighted as ws , the profit introduced
by RSU u is computed as a function of distance, as follows:


dist (u, s)
Profit(u, s) = ws × 1 −
(6)
dist max
where, distmax is the maximum distance computed by the
farthest RSU from s. When the Profits matrix is ready, profits are ordered to determine the considered profits, as we
show in Algorithm 2. Each profit object includes the related
RSU (which gains the profit) and the road (where the RSU
would gain the profit if employed there) as attributes. The
algorithm iterates until it fills N considered profits. When
a certain profit is considered, the related RSU is marked as
an employed RSU in the related road, and so neither the
considered RSU nor the road can be considered in the next
iteration. When the list of considered profits is ready, all
flying RSUs are notified about their deployment locations
accordingly. The cloud server is responsible for sending the
notification messages via the Internet. By the end of this
phase, all flying RSUs are employed in the desired locations
to support traveling vehicles with information and services.
86302

FIGURE 2. Flowchart of SWIM algorithm implementation in individual
network edges.

Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the SWIM implementation in a
flying RSU.
From the set of sources in its transmission range, every
vehicle tries to connect to the flying RSU with the most
fitness, which can be determined by considering a set of
properties. In this paper, the fitness of source s to vehicle v
is determined as a function of distance, as in (7):
dist(s, v)/R
Fitness(s, v) = 1 − PU
i=1 dist(i, v)/R

(7)

where, U is the set of flying RSUs available in the range
of v. Vehicles periodically change their corresponding source
according to their locations. To prevent overlapping in data
dissemination, each vehicle can connect to only one source
at any time.
IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of the proposed deployment
approach, we implemented our proposed approach in the
OMNET++ simulation environment [17]. Our implementation utilizes traffic scenarios with different flow rates, which
are generated through the map that is shown in Fig. 3 using
the SUMO [18] traffic simulator. Each pair of colored nodes
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 4. Data delivery ratio of SWIM under high traffic demand and
different data collection intervals.

FIGURE 3. SUMO NetEdit Map.

shown in the figure illustrates an Origin–Destination (OD)
pair. To create multidirectional traffic, each of the colored
nodes acts as an origin in one flow and a destination in
another flow. We modeled the vehicular environment using
the Veins [19] framework. This section presents our simulation scenarios, performance metrics, and simulation results.
TABLE 1. Simulation settings.

collection as shown in Fig. 4. As the figure shows, SWIM
yields the maximum data delivery after 200 milliseconds
of data collection time. This performance demonstrates that
the efficiency of the utilized speed data in weighting the
road links. For other traffic conditions with lower flow rates,
longer intervals are required for data collection to maximize
data delivery.
We then studied the effect of deploying edges using SWIM
on the performance of vehicular networking using the following performance metrics, such as data delivery, communication overhead, and dissemination delay. The simulation
starts by edges, deployed at random positions, which collect
data for a predefined interval to indicate traffic conditions
through the network. Road links are then weighted by the
edges accordingly. The scout orders the weighted roads to
determine N desired locations. Subsequently, each edge computes the profit of occupying each desired location. When
all profits have been computed, the new locations of the
edges are determined, either by the last edge that updates
the cloud, or by the cloud server itself. Finally, the network
edges are notified to reset their locations accordingly. From
their new locations, the network edges start to disseminate
traffic data to nearby vehicles. When an edge is no longer
in the range, vehicles disseminate traffic data through V2V
communication, taking broadcast suppression into consideration. For performance comparison, we used the centralizedsquares deployment under the same simulation settings.
B. PERFORMANCE METRICS

A. SIMULATION SCENARIOS

For the physical and the MAC layers, we have used the
implementation of IEEE 802.11p available in Veins. Table 1
presents the simulation parameters. We use the frequency
band of 5.9 GHz and the bandwidth of 10 MHz, and a bit
rate of 6 Mbps at the MAC layer. Transmission power is set
such that the transmission range is approximately 360 m.
Data frequency is 5 Hz and the size of all messages is
100 bytes. Each point in the results graphs represents the
mean of 5 simulation replications with a confidence interval
of 95%. We used five traffic flow generation rates to represent
different traffic scenarios. To determine the data collection
time requirement for efficient traffic modeling, we first study
the effect of data collection time on the data delivery ratio
under high traffic demand. We used different intervals of data
VOLUME 7, 2019

We used three performance metrics to evaluate SWIM. These
metrics include the dissemination coverage, communication
overhead, and delay. The objective is to minimize dissemination overhead and delay while maintaining full coverage.
We describe each performance metric below.
• Data delivery ratio (DR), which measures the data coverage at a global level. Whenever a new message is sent,
the number of driving vehicles in the network is stored.
For full coverage, every vehicle should receive a copy of
every message that is sent through its trip. The number
of messages that should be received at the end of the
simulation is equal to the number of vehicles that exist
whenever a new message is sent. We call this number
the ‘‘expected messages’’ Mexp . For every message i,
DR is obtained by dividing the number of successfully
received copies of the message Mrcv by Mexp . In the
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case of full coverage, data delivery ratio is almost 1.
Assuming Msent messages, the global DR is defined as:
DR =
•

M
sent
X

1
Msent

i=1

Mrcv
Mexp

(8)

Broadcast overhead (BO), which measures the average
broadcast overhead per message reported by an arbitrary
vehicle j. For every vehicle, BO per message is obtained
by dividing the total number of duplicate messages Mdup
by the number of uniquely identified messages received
Mrcv . Assuming N vehicles contribute to data dissemination, the global BO is computed as:
BO =

N
1 X Mdup
N
Mrcv

(9)

j=1

•

Average dissemination delay, which considers all
reported delays whenever a new message is received by
a vehicle. It is used to estimate an average delay for
any vehicle to receive a new message. Whenever a new
message i is received by a vehicle, the dissemination
delay is reported by computing the difference between
the message arrival time tm and the message creation
time t0 . The reported delays are considered for computing DDavg , as follows:
DDavg =

Mrcv
1 X
tm− t0
Mrcv

(10)

i=1

where Mrcv is the total number of received messages by
all vehicles at the end of the simulation.

coverage under medium and high traffic flow rates (Fig. 5-A).
This is because of the efficient use of flying RSUs in the
appropriate positions according to the reported traffic conditions. In contrast, the centralized squares method shows 20%
less coverage even under high traffic flow rates where the
network connectivity is maximized.
Despite its high data delivery ratio, SWIM incurs a lower
overhead than centralized squares (Fig. 5-B). This can be
explained by the improved connectivity of SWIM, which
enables efficient data delivery via network edges and reduces
the amount of data disseminated via V2V communication. The dissemination delay is similar in both methods
as Fig. 5-C shows.
V. CONCLUSION

Mobile RSUs that are carried by UAVs can provide fast
responses to various types of applications and services in the
context of vehicular environments. In this paper, we have
proposed to employ mobile RSUs as network edges in situations, where it is not feasible to invest in a fixed expensive
architecture, such as temporary severe traffic congestion in
an urban area. In our proposed SWIM approach, we rely on
weighting the road links to represent their traffic conditions
and deploy mobile edges accordingly.
The key contribution of SWIM is that it does not assume
any prior knowledge of the traffic to handle the dynamic
deployment of UAVs. In addition, SWIM can relocate edges
when necessary. The simulation results obtained show that
SWIM can achieve full coverage under different traffic conditions with low overhead and reasonable delays. In our future
work, we will investigate issues related to edge replacement
and power management.
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